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On Feb 2008 111 PM Yi-Ling Su yilingsu@google.com wrote

Yah if they were viewed at all for any significant amount of time

theyll show up there. guess we cant really do anything about it then.

thanks dean.

On Feb 2008 108 PM Dean Yasuda dumbunny@google.com wrote

If they are in utcyc_.trackerrollup_.200801 31 then theyll come
out in the monthly reports. The monthly revenue reports have not run yet.

--Dean

On Feb 2008 1223PM Yi-Ling Su yilingsu@google.com wrote

hey dean

there were abou claims that were created by mistake which

just closed. Will these still show up in the reports for jan

yi-ling

---- Foarded messege

From Yi-Ling Su yilingsu@google.com

Date Feb 20081222 PM

Subject Re Live Suspicious number of AM YTB matches for UMG
To Kelsey LeBeau kelsey@youtube.com
Cc Franck Chastagnol franckc@google.ccm Jianliang Zhao

jlzhao@google.com George Salem gsalem@google.com Frey Waid

frey@google.com

These audio fingerprinting claims from audible magic have been

closed now. there were 1844 created between 2008-01-30 144432 and

2008-02-01103844

On Feb 2008 1030AM Yi Lng Su yilingsu@google com wrote

When you turned on YTB db match it actually starts generating

audio fingerprints tor all claims

Ones where they checked the box AND

All their uploaded videos/web claimed content

We dont necessarily have the rights to monetize the audio for

all these cases.

yi-ling

On Feb 2008 1028AM Kelsey LeBeau ckelsey@youtube.com

wrote
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In all cases or only where they checked the box

on Feb 2008 1009AM Franck Chastagnol

franckc@google.com wrote

This enabled creation of claim in case the audio of

video uploaded by user would match audio of music video uploaded by UMG.

The risk is that lots of the music videos uploaded by UMG
may not have pub rights cleared and therefore

we would apply policy Block to all those matches.

But looking at the data it seems this is not the case and

most of the matches get RevShare policy.

Im confused though since the music videos have ISRC which

are different from CDs ISRC they are music video ISRC
and thought these would not be in our publisher rights

DB.

Yl-ling in case of match against YTB does the code

check the pub rights are cleared

Thanks

Franck

On Feb 2008 933 AM Kelsey LeBeau kelsey@youtube.com
wrote

My intention was to enable UMG to generate fingerprints

from UGC claims when they check the Claim Matching Video. What did

actually do

On Feb 2008 921 AM Jianliang Zhao

jlzhao@google.com wrote

fKelsey

From the didya browser it seems its Kelsey who made

change to UMO account on Jan29 Kelsey was it intended to enable AM YTB

match for UMO

10536580 ADMIN 99348841

CONTENT_OWNER ADMIN_CONTENT_OWNER_UPDATE
content_owner_ide January29 2008 0212 PM 110536580

10.1.2.31

Thanks

Jianliang

On Feb 12008 910AM Jianliang Zhao

lzhao@google.com wrote

Someone enabled AudibleMagicYTB DB match for UMG.
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Not sure if its intended or by accident.

Jianliang

On Feb 2008 33 AM Franck Chastagnol

franckc@gooqle.com wrote

Hey guys

noticed that since Wed 1130 we started creating

lots of Audio claims for UMG from matches against YTB AM DB.

Before then we had no claims coming from YTB.

Only from AM DR.

Wednesday

http/Icyc

devi sbocorpgoogle.com8080/video_f ingerprintingjeport.jspy2008m1 d31h0ni 0audioi

Tuesday

http/icyc

dcvi sbo corp google com 8O8Oivideo_fingerprinting_report jsp7y2008m1 d30h0ni 0audioi

Did something change
Did we push new code as part of the mini-push on

Wednesday

Thanks

Franck

--

Kelsey LeBeau

YouTube Strategic Partner Manager

1000 Cherry Avenue Suite 200

San Bruno CA 94066

Pho

Fax

This email may be confidential or pnvileged If you

received this communication by mistake please dont forward it to anyone

else please erase all copies and attachments and please let me know that

it went to the wrong person. Thanks.

Z2Z
--
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Kelsey LeBeau

YouTube Strategic Partner Manager

1000 Cherry Avenue Suite 200

San Bruno CA 94066

Phon

Fax

This email may be confidential or privileged. If you

received this communication by mistake please dont forward it to anyone

else please erase all copies and attachments and please let me know that

it went to the wrong person. Thanks.

--
Kelsey LeBeau

YouTube Strategic Partner Manager

1000 Cherry Avenue Suite 200

San Bruno CA 94066

Phon

Fax

This email may be confidential or privileged. If you received this

communication by mistake please dont forward it to anyone else please

erase all copies and attachmenta and please let me know that it went to the

wrong person. Thanks.

--

Kelsey LeBeau

YouTube Strategic Partner Manager

901 Cherry Avenue

San Bruno CA 94066

Pho
Fax

This email may be confidential or privileged If you received this

communication by mistake please dont forward it to anyone else please

erase all copies and attachments and please let me know that it went to the

wrong person. Thanks.
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Kelsey LeBeau

YouTube Strategic Partner Manager

901 Cherry Avenue

San Bruno CA 94066

Pho

Fax

This email may be confidential or privileged It you reoeied this

communication by mistake please don forward it to anyone else please

erase all copies and attachments and please let me know that it went to the

wrong person. Thanks.
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